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ABSTRACT
Title of Dissertation:

..Strategic Value of Indonesia Port Corporation for
International Logistic Competitiveness of Indonesia

Degree:

Master of Science in International Transport and
Logistics

Port has a very important role in supporting logistic industry growth. As function of
port is a gateway of distribution in supply chain management, the implementation of
proper strategic business in logistic by port management / operator should be
significantly creating value added to all logistic stakeholder; especially by giving
contribution in logistic cost efficiency, The ports should consider to upgrade their
capabilities and innovation in order to capture the opportunities of future logistic
industry prospect, at the end the port should have contribution to support the country
to gain international competitiveness.
Logistic performance doesn’t improve overnight by a country, it takes an effort from
all elements, port management / operator has their own job to do to take port to the
higher position in international logistic competitiveness, this paper will observe and
analyzing how the port developing their business strategy to gain competitive
advantage in logistic industry and weather the strategy has correlation with logistic
competitiveness of a country.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
According to Global Competitive Index 2013-2014 issued by Global Economic
Forum, Indonesia has dynamic and expeditious progress in economic, it significantly
had improves in the infrastructure pillar. Serious initiative and aggressive action by
government to upgrading road, water facilities and power plan has contribute a lot in
boosting the ranking position of Indonesia in global competitiveness index from 50th
in the previous year to 38th, This global ranking has become a comprehensive picture
of the Indonesia competitiveness versus countries around the world at different stage
of economic development.
From an economic standpoint, Gross Domestic Product Indonesia in 2012
was 16th ranked for country with the highest GDP with $ 878.043 Billion, In 2013
Indonesia economic growth was higher than previous year it successfully increase to
become Rp.9.084 Trillion, the growth reach 5.78% whilst transportation and
communication sector gave significant contribution with 10.19%, each increase 1.
07% and 1.03%, these sector was the highest percentage of growth compare to other
sectors. In the other hand, the highest GDP expenditure occurs in component exports
of goods and services with 5.30% increasing,
Meanwhile, based on surveys by Japanese manufacturing companies held in
2013, where the surveys target was Japanese manufacturing companies which have
three or more overseas affiliates including at least one production base, the surveys
result has summarized that Indonesia has successfully get 1st rank as the most
promising countries over the medium terms business prospect, it’s mean that the
market expansion expectation in Indonesia are high and still promising for Japanese
manufacturing company. One of realization fact is, Toyota as the leader of automotive
industry company in the world has just developed the new machine factory at
Karawang, West Java, with total investment 2, 3 Trillion rupiah in 2014, their claim
this Engine Plant is one of the highest technology of Toyota factory in the world, and
it will become the 2nd Toyota factory ever build in Indonesia, which the first factory has
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already existed at Cikarang, West Java to supply international and domestic
automotive demand.
As Indonesia economic prediction becoming more prospective in the next few
year, it is naturally will follow by the growth of national logistic industry, when
International trade increasing, it will pushing trade boundaries, require integration
among all logistic stakeholder, create high demand in transportation and
containerization. In 2014, Indonesia logistic Industry estimate will reaching 1.86 billion
rupiah, grow 14. 7% compare to

1,583 billion in 2013, and the prediction of

transportation and logistics market in Indonesia to grow at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 14.8 % for the forecast period 2013 to 2017. (Frost & Sullivian), sea
freight logistic is estimated as the one who will get advantage from the increasing
logistic industry, prospect of 1.04 million tons of cargo will be handle through sea
freight sector,(Gopal R, Transport & Logistic Practices, Frost & Sulivian)

From situation describe above, port of Indonesia has become important role
in supporting Indonesia logistic industry growth. As function of port is a gateway of
distribution in supply chain management, the implementation of proper strategic
business in logistic by port should be significantly creating value added to all logistic
stakeholder; especially by giving contribution in logistic cost efficiency, All ports in
Indonesia should consider to upgrade their capabilities and innovation in order to
capture the opportunities of future logistic industry prospect, at the end the port should
have contribution to support Indonesia to gain International competitiveness.

Currently, Indonesia has a major gateway port, named Tanjung Priok Port,
approximately 70% of International and domestic cargo flowed through Tanjung Priok
Port, Tanjung Priok port managed and operated by Indonesia Port Corporation II
which is the own state company of Indonesia.

Performance of Tanjung Priok port among the regional port is still under
ranking of the neighbor port such as Tanjung Pelepas Malaysia and Port of Singapore
in term of international competitiveness. Based on container volume, Tanjung Priok
Port ranking was on 20th with 6.2 million Teus in 2012, by 10 years increasing ratio
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198% from 3,1 million in 2003 to 6,2 million in 2012 (International Association Port &
Harbor).
Meanwhile according to UNCTAD, containerized port traffic Indonesia has
grown from 8.482.636 Teus in 2010 to 8.966.146 Teus in 2011, this makes Indonesia
stay at 16th position among 76 developing countries and economies.

Due to significantly important the role of Tanjung Priok port and the existing of
Indonesia Port Corporation II; for Indonesia economic growth and the competitiveness
of Indonesia in global competition, this paper is made to analyze what is the strategic
value of Tanjung Priok port for Indonesia, and try to investigate how Indonesia port
Corporation II as a port operator had developed their own strategic value in order to
gain international competitiveness for Indonesia.
1.2 Problem Statement

In 2008, the World Bank has suggested to Indonesia Port Corporation II to
improve their performance in operation at Tanjung Priok Port, a main goal was to
reduce dwelling time.

Nowdays, dwelling time at Tanjung Priok Port is still high and become national
issue, approximately it takes 6 days to accomplished containers clearance at port,
compare to another port in regional area, where Singapore is only 1 day to
accomplished clearance, Thailand is 5 days, and Malaysia is 4 days.

Dwelling time was suspected as a caused of inefficiency logistics cost in
Indonesia. The port user are suffered due to congestion, traffic jam, and long period
of waiting time in the port, this condition is very costly and makes the logistic cost in
Indonesia become high and losing the power of competitiveness, for instance trucking
cost from Tanjung Priok to Tangerang is more expensive than maritime shipping from
Singapore to Tanjung Priok, land transportation cost in Indonesia is also high, land
transportation cost in Tanjung Priok is 12 USD/km, meanwhile in PortKlang (Malaysia)
is 6 USD/km.
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The Problem at port is significantly contribute to the position of Indonesia in
global logistic ranking, as performance of logistic Indonesia was not in the satisfaction
level, it made Logistic Performance Index of Indonesia at position 59th in 2012 among
155 countries.
Table 1.1 ASEAN Logistic Performance Index rank and its indicators 2012
Country

LPI

Customs

Infrastructure

International

Logistics

Shipment

Quality

Tracking
and

Timeless

and Tracing

Competence
Indonesia

59

75

85

57

62

52

42

Malaysia

29

29

27

26

30

28

28

Singapore

1

1

2

2

6

6

1

Thailand

38

42

44

35

49

45

39

Philippines

52

67

62

56

39

39

69

Source: Logistic Performance Index and Indicators 2012

Another issues will challenge the sustainability and readiness of national
logistic of Indonesia in 2015, ASEAN Economic Community 2015 (AEC) is about to
begin, it is an integrated economic zone where the goods will free flowing among
ASEAN countries, the good news for Indonesia is when regional traffic in ASEAN is
increasing, it will making Indonesia secondary port attractive to regional traffic, the
bad news comes when new lanes from ASEAN secondary port will open and displace
domestic lanes, since it cheaper and more reliable.
Logistic performance doesn’t improve overnight by a country, it takes an effort
from all elements, Indonesia Port Corporation II has their own job to do to take port of
Indonesia to higher position in international logistic competitiveness, this is the reason
why analyzing business strategic of Indonesia Port corporation II is interesting for
author and appropriate as an object for this research, therefore the problem statement
of this research could be represented by question as below:
1.

Whether the business strategic of Indonesia Port Corporation II has already
accommodate problem solving to existing problem occurred in logistic system?

2.

Whether the business strategic of Indonesia Port Corporation II has include
preparation to anticipate the future treat in prospective logistic industry?
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3.

What is strategic value of Indonesia Port Corporation II for International
competitiveness of Indonesia?

1.3 Theoretical Framework
Literature regarding strategic competitiveness of firm is not difficult to find in
any research and study nowadays, theoretical clearly mention that; strategic
competitiveness is achieved when a firm successfully formulates and implements a
value creating strategy and firm has a competitive advantage when it implement the
strategy competitors are unable to duplicate (Management of Strategy 9th Edition).
In industry analysis, the five force of competition model is broadly used to
analyze firm strategic competitiveness, meanwhile for nation competitiveness
analysis, Michael Porter has introduce another economic analysis called Diamond
model to investigate competitiveness of the nation.
Analyzed are classified into five broad factors incorporated into the porter diamond,
which has become a key tool for the analysis of port competitiveness. (Frans A.J Van
Den Bosch, Rick Hollen, Henk W Volberda, Marc G. Baaij 2010)
1) Factor Condition; are human resources, physical resources, knowledge
resources, capital resources and infrastructure.
2) Demand Condition in the home market can help companies create a competitive
advantage , when sophisticated home market buyer pressure firm to innovate
faster and to create more advance products than those of competitors
3) Related and Supporting Industries can produce inputs that are important for
innovation and internationalization. These industries provide cost effective inputs,
but they also participate in the upgrading process, thus stimulating other
companies in the chain to innovate.
4) Firm Strategy, structure and rivalry, constitute the fourth determinant of
competitiveness. The way in which companies are created, set goals and are
managed is important for success. But the presence of intense rivalry in the home
base is also important; it creates pressure to innovate in order to upgrade
competitiveness.
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5) Government

can

influence

each

of

the above

four

determinants

of

competitiveness. Clearly government can influence the supply conditions of key
production factors, demand conditions in the home market, and competition
between firms. Government interventions can occur at local, regional, national or
supranational level.
Diamond model of Michael Porter had used to analyses how four interacting
determinants stimulate firms and organization in a certain industry, cluster of
industries, region or country to innovate, renew and increase their productivity and,
as a consequence, improve their international competitiveness. This model was used
to analyses the strategic value of the port of rotterdam,and in this paper the author
will use to analyze the strategic value of Indonesia Port Corporation II with the same
model.
Figure 1.1 Diamond Model Michael Porter

Source : Frans A.J Van Den Bosch, Rick Hollen, Henk W Volberda, Marc G. Baaij modified by author

1.4 Research Purpose and Objective
In this paper the author will observe Indonesia Port Corporation II as an
example to study how they developing port business strategy to gain competitive
advantage in logistic industry and boost Indonesia Logistic competitiveness.
The main goal of this paper is to use economic model to analyze port
performance, executing the strategy with the right operating model and corporate
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restructuring strategy. This project will analyzing how the port anticipate and
accommodate the growth of demand in supply chain management.
This study aims to:
1)

Explore the internal and external environments of the Indonesia Port
Corporation II.

2)

Apply the Porter’s diamond framework to identify the key factors of
strengthening the role of Tanjung priok as an international sea cargo hub and
how Tanjung priok port industry utilizes their inherent resources and enhances
capabilities to compete with neighboring competitors.

3)

Propose suggestion for Indonesia Port Corporation II to sustain competitive
advantage and enhance regional competitiveness in ASEAN region.

4)

Discuss under-explored topic for future research in Tanjung priok port.
The expect contribution of this paper is to give knowledge and new fresh idea

in developing port to gain competitive advantage through corporate business strategy
development.
1.5 Research Limitation
Due to limitation of time, this research examine Indonesia Port Corporation II
with problem expose focused on business strategic related to development of
Indonesia logistic, Tanjung Priok port pointed as one of port sample from 12 ports
managed by Indonesia Port Corporation II.
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Chapter 2. Literature Reviews
Literature reviews related to port business strategic will be represented to
support this research, previous research or another research which have relation with
this research will be used as references
2.1 Regional Competitiveness
According to the study of Porter (2003), the regional competitiveness is related
to Port competes with neighboring rivals by attracting investment from foreign, private
and public capital, creating innovation environment by skilled employees,
entrepreneurs and creative workers and facilitating the technological development.
(Yui Yip Lau, 2010)
2.2 Sustainability of Port

The important consideration of company running the business is to gain profit, to
be growth in the future, and satisfy all company stakeholder, when face the reality,
the competition become the challenge, law of nature works in business by eliminating
the weaker and let the stronger win, in order to survive the company should have
sustainability.
Sustainability is defined as “the development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs”
(Brundtland Commission on Yui Yip Lau, 2010)

Port as operator and managing the business service as a corporation has a very
important role in linking port business operations with supply chain activities, it
requires the port to be able to adapt with the changing of supply chain needs, for that
reason port should consider to implement concept of sustainability.
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Port sustainability is defined as “business strategies and activities that meet the
current and future needs of the port and its stakeholders, while protecting and
sustaining human and natural resources.” (AAPA, 2007).
Gul Denktas-Sakar, Cimen Karatas-Cetin, has supported the idea of port
sustainability by stated in their research that port should be able to adopt strategies
as insertion, integration and dominance for the management of interdependencies
through the adoption of strategic tools to enhance effective stakeholder relations
management and port sustainability.
Figure 2.1 : Sustainable ports and main indicators

 Proximity and
accessibility
 Stakeholders
 Culture and identity
 Labour and education
 Corporate social
responsibility
 Health, safety and
security

Minimize negative impacts of the
community that results from port
activities

 Investment
 Business
management
 Asset sustainability
 Financial performance
 Transport chain
(modal share
sustainability, external
costs)

Social

Sustainability
Port
Environmental








Aquatic environment
Portable water
Energy
Solid waste
Air and atmosphere
Land natural environment

Economic

Understand and comply with all
applicable regulations and
environmental standards

Collect and re-invest user
fees to provide
operational efficiencies

Source: Gul Denktas-Sakar, Cimen Karatas-Cetin (2012),

The figure above shows that sustainability port concept based on the triple
bottom line principle introduce by Blume and Covil 2012, this structured framework is
the general terms for port to gain sustainability .
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The success of Sustainability of port may improve (Matt. Goldman, 2007):
1) Increased revenue
2) Improved relationship with key stakeholders
3) Reduced risk – financial and environmental
4) Enhanced access to capital
5) Enhanced long-term viability of operations
6) Reduced costs for operations
7) Improved employee productivity
8) Enhanced brand image
9) Improved recruitment and retention of employees
2.3 The role of port in supply Chain Environment

Cargo operation productivity (throughput) and capacity of port still relevant to use
as indicator to measure competitive / comparative advantage among port globally,
nevertheless, another approach such port selection by shipping line could become
consideration to port operator to maintained service level which meet customer
expectation and gain above average return, (Noteboom 2008). In the traditional view
on port selection primarily consider standalone physical attributes of a port, such as:

1) The physical and technical infrastructure (nautical accessibility profile, terminal
infrastructure and equipment hinterland accessibility profile)
2) The geographical location (vis-a vis the immediate and distant hinterland and visà-vis the main shipping lanes)
3) Port efficiency
4) Interconnectivity of the port (sailing frequency)
5) Quality and cost of auxiliary services such as pilotage, towage, customs, etc
6) Efficiency and costs of port management and administration (e.g port dues)
7) Availability, quality and costs of logistic value-added activities (e.g warehousing)
8) Availability, quality and costs of port community systems
9) Port security /safety and environmental profile of the port
10) Port reputation.
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11) The reliability, capacity, frequency and costs of inland transport services by truck,
rail and barge.
Currently the port not only demanded in providing high services level, Capacity of
port and efficiency in loading discharging operation is not enough to be the
strangeness for port to win the competition since supply chain oriented is more likely
become consideration for shipping line to select port, the external factor has started
to influencing the decision when the network cost function become important criteria.
(Noteboom 2008)
Port hinterland is the key component for linking the elements of supply chain, the
network efficiency should create by port operator to insure that the needs of consignee
are closely met by the suppliers in terms of costs, availability and time in freight
distribution. Through a set of supply / demand relationships involving physical flows,
efficiencies, and thus economies, are achieved through the principle of flow (Hesse
and Rodrigue, 2004), In the end, the port selection should able to minimize total cost
raised in network transportation cost, include inland , sea, and port cost.(Noteboom
2008)

Valentina Carbone, Marvella de Martino, 2003 has stated that port is the complex
entities supporting the procurement of raw materials, the manufacturing and
distribution of finished goods, the contribution of port to supply chain management
depend on:

1) The availability of efficient infrastructures and inland connections, as part of a
global transport system.
2) The ability of logistic and transport operators to contribute to the value creation
and to accomplish also the qualitative attributes of demand (reliability, punctuality,
frequency, availability of information, and security.

Meanwhile Noteboom supporting the argument the port should be able to save
logistics costs, which typically consist of:
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1) Time costs the goods (opportunity cost linked to the capital tied up in the
transported goods and costs linked to the economics or technical depreciation of
the goods)
2) Inventory cost linked to the holding of safety stocks
3) Indirect logistics costs linked to the aggregated quality within the transport chain
and the willingness of the various actors involved to tune operations to the
customer requirement e.g. in terms of responsiveness to variable flows,
information provision and ease of administration.

Transportation cost including sea freight, land transport from factory to port or
reverse, and handling charge in port is only one cost component in supply chain
routing decisions, when the decision consider to create integrated supply chain, then
it will shifted to the generalized logistics cost.

Increasing concern for efficiency of integrated chain as well as reliability issued
makes port should consider to two major point:

1) Capacity shortage in ports and inland infrastructures becomes highly intention by
supply chain manager which effected to decision of port and modal selection,
specially to reliability and capacity consideration next to pure cost considerations
2) Complex network design had made by the logistics player and transport operator
which require high level of reliability.

2.4 Port Performance Indicators
The main objective of port service is to provide high quality services to all port
users and therefore must always aim to higher efficiency to minimize time spent by
vessels in ports and hence minimize costs. Port have to create tools that will help in
undertaking the right decision at the right time for measuring performance and
improving quality of services as well as deciding on investments needs. These tools
are therefore the port performance indicators (Hebel Mwasenga,1976)

Based on UNCTAD, the reason why port need to port performance indicator:
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1. Collecting data relating port, the data can be used for improving port operation
and provide an appropriate basis for planning future port development
2. Port performance indicators are simply measures of various aspects of the ports
operation, can be used to compare performance with a target and to observe the
trend in performance levels.
3. The major purpose for collecting information to maintain performance indicators
is to provide management information for planning and control.
A port authority should be aware of the costs generated by its operation and the
revenue resulting from these operations

Figure 2.2 Functional Areas of The Transport Chain as seen by port
management

Source: UNCTAD

2.5 Logistic Performance Indicators

According to logistic performance index, a key indicator in international logistics
is the dwell time of import containers in ports (the average delay between unloading
and exit). The question of responsibility for dwell time often starts a blame game
between control agencies and port authorities (faulted for slow clearance) and private
operators (suspected of using the port for storage).in ports with efficient logistics,
dwell time can be just two or three days.
Data from customs and from container operators, now generally available
through computer systems, can shed light on what determines dwell time. One
analysis found that in middle-income and emerging economies, most parties—
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including port authorities and private sector operators—want to reduce dwell time, but
that inefficiencies in information management cause delays and unpredictability
Another study pointed to a very different explanation for dwell time in the least
developed countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, where much dwell time results from
collusion among control agencies, port authorities, private terminal operators, logistics
operators, and large shippers Firm surveys show that in most cases, reducing cargo
dwell time would increase importers’ input costs. And terminal operators earn large
revenues from storage, giving them little incentive to reduce dwell time. (JeanFrancois Arvis, Monica Alina Mustra, Lauri Ojala, Ben Shepherd, Daniel Saslavsky,
2012)
2.6 Port Governance
The diversity in port governance is, to a larger extent, determined by the different
objectives that the port authorities pursue. Traditionally, a distinction is made between
the landlord, regulator, operator, and the community manager function (Verhoeven,
2011).
1) Landlord function
Irrespective of whether the port authority actually owns the port land or
manages the land on behalf of national or local government, the landlord function
consists of a number of common elements, i.e. the management, maintenance and
development of the port estate, the provision of infrastructure and facilities as well as
the conception and implementation of policies and development strategies linked to
the exploitation of the estate. The landlord function can be considered as the principal
function of contemporary port authorities.
2) Regulator function
The regulator function is somehow contained in the terms „port authority‟ itself
and combines a mixture of duties and responsibilities which can generally be referred
to as controlling, surveillance and policing. These essentially relate to ensuring safety
and security of ship and cargo operations within the port as well as enforcing
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applicable laws and regulations in these and other fields such as environmental
protection.
3) Operator function
The operator function traditionally covers the provision of port services which
can be broadly grouped as follows: the physical transfer of goods and passengers
between sea and land, including transport services, technical-nautical services
(pilotage, towage and mooring) and range of other, ancillary, services. Many ports
also brought cargo handling services in the hands of private operators with port
authority acting only as service provider or offering specialized services (e.g. crane
service for heavy lifts).
4) Community manager function
The community manager function is intrinsically linked to the changing nature
of port communities and stakeholders and has both an economic and societal
dimension. The economic dimension is shaped by the evolution of economic actors,
marked by a power struggle between carriers, terminal operators and logistic
operators to control the supply chain in globalization process. They furthermore lack
affinity with neighboring cities and local communities. The societal dimension is
marked by conflicting interest with social stakeholders. The community manager
function is essentially a coordinating function meant to solve collective problems in
and outside port area, such as hinterland bottlenecks, training and education, ICT,
marketing and promotion as well as innovation and internationalization.
Worldbank (2007) distinguish the role of port authority and port operator:
1) Port Authority
Ports usually have a governing body referred to as the port authority, port
management, or port administration. In 1977, a commission of the European Union
(EU) defined a port authority as a “State, Municipal, public, or private body, which is
largely responsible for the tasks of construction, administration and sometimes the
operation of port facilities and, in certain circumstances, for security.” This definition
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is sufficiently broad to accommodate the various port management models existing
within the EU and elsewhere.
Ports authorities may be established at all levels of government: national,
regional, provincial, or local. The most common form is a local port authority, an
authority administering only one port area. However, national port authorities still exist
in various countries.
The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
Handbook for Port Planners in Developing Countries lists the statutory powers of a
national port authority as follows (on the assumption that operational decisions will be
taken locally):
• Investment: Power to approve proposals for port investments in amounts above a
certain figure. The criterion for approval would be that the proposal was broadly in
accordance with a national plan, which the authority would maintain.
• Financial policy: Power to set common financial objectives for ports (for example,
required return on investment defined on a common basis), with a common policy on
what infrastructure will be funded centrally versus locally, and advising the
government on loan applications.
• Tariff policy: Power to regulate rates and charges as required to protect the public
interest.
• Labor policy: Power to set common recruitment standards, a common wage
structure, and common qualifications for promotion; and the power to approve
common labor union procedures.
• Licensing: Whenever appropriate, power to establish principles for licensing of port
employees or agents.
• Information and research: Power to collect, collate, analyze, and disseminate
statistical information on port activity for general use, and to sponsor research into
port matters as required.
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• Legal: Power to act as legal advisor to local port authorities.
Increasingly, central governments implement seaport policies through the
allocation of resources rather than through the exercise of wide-ranging regulatory
powers. While central governments should pursue macroeconomic objectives through
an active seaport policy, port authority objectives should be more narrowly focused
on port finances and operations.
2) Port operator
Just as central governments and port authorities play key roles in the port
communities, so too do private port operators (such as stevedoring firms, cargo
handling companies, and terminal operators). Port operators typically pursue
conventional microeconomic objectives, such as profit maximization, growth, and
additional market share. Only if port operators are free to pursue such objectives can
the benefits of a market-oriented system be achieved.
Four main categories of ports have emerged over time, and they can be
classified into four main models (World Bank, 2007):
1) Service Port
Service port have a predominantly public character. Under it, the port authority
offers the complete range of services required for the functioning of the seaport
system. The port owns, maintains, and operates every available asset (fixed and
current), and cargo handling activities are executed by labor employed directly by the
port authority. Service ports are usually controlled by (or even part of) the ministry of
transport (or communications) and the chairman (or director general) is a civil servant
appointed by, or directly reporting to, the minister concerned.
2) Tool Port
In the tool port model, the port authority owns, develops, and maintains the
port infrastructure as well as the superstructure, including cargo handling equipment
such as quay cranes and forklift trucks. Port authority staff usually operates all
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equipment owned by the port authority. Other cargo handling on board vessels as
well as on the apron and on the quay is usually carried out by private cargo handling
firms contracted by the shipping agents or other principals licensed by the port
authority. Under a tool port model, it clearly identifies the essential problem with this
type of port management model: split operational responsibilities.
3) Landlord Port
As noted, the landlord port is characterized by its mixed public-private
orientation. Under this model, the port authority acts as regulatory body and as
landlord, while port operations (especially cargo handling) are carried out by private
companies. In the landlord port model, infrastructure is leased to private operating
companies. The private port operators provide and maintain their own superstructure
including buildings (offices, sheds, warehouses, container freight stations,
workshops). They also purchase and install their own equipment on the terminal
grounds as required by their business.
4) Fully Privatized Port or Private Service Port
In fully privatized ports, port land is privately owned, unlike the situation in other
port management models. This requires the transfer of ownership of such land from
the public to the private sector. In addition, along with the sale of port land to private
interests, some governments may simultaneously transfer the regulatory functions to
private successor companies. The risk in this type of arrangement is that port land
can be sold or resold for non-port activities, thereby making it impossible to reclaim
for its original maritime use. Moreover, there is also the possibility of land speculation,
especially when port land is in or near a major city. Furthermore, sale of land to private
ports may also sometimes raise a national security issue.
2.7 Port Strategic Connectivity
The comprehensive research ever found regarding strategic value for port is “The
strategic value of the Port of Rotterdam for International competitiveness of The
Netherland” (Frans A.J Van Den Bosch, Rick Hollen, Henk W. Volberda, Marc
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G.Baaij), this research has successfully introducing strategic connectivity of port as
below:
1) Strategic connectivity comprises of the logistic connection and/or as the relation
and connections between organization or company, government which have
contribution to increasing access to and utilization of determinants of
competitiveness that are present elsewhere resulting in specialization, innovation
and renewal.
2) Strategic connectivity consists of two dimensions:
a. The structural or quantitative dimension focuses on the number and structure
(structural dimension) of the connections (e.g. centrality and influence in the
network; whether a port or company fulfills a hub or broker function in a
transport network).
b. The strategic or qualitative dimension focuses on the quality (relational and
cognitive dimension) of connections and organizational relations (e.g. based
on trust and knowledge absorption), aimed at innovation and renewal in
companies and in their respective networks.
3)

Inter organizational cooperation between partners aimed at strategic connectivity
presupposes complementarity regarding, among others, market and knowledge.

4)

Strategic connectivity contributes to gaining and maintaining a more difficult-tocopy (more sustainable) competitive advantage, and strategic connectivity
increases the access to an ability to tap into those (national and international)
network, this in turn will positively affect the international innovation-driven
competitive advantage of the port.
The literature regarding factors that potentially significant impact on port
connectivity which determine the ability of a port to develop as a logistics hub had
expose by Low, Lam and Tang (2009), they conclude the factors are (1) number
of port calls; (2) drought; (3) national trade volume; (4) port cargo traffic; (5)
turnaround time; (6) total annual operating hours; (7) average port charge per
vessel; and (8) inter-modal transport capabilities, these factors are illustrate the
key performance of port which have lack to include institutional and organizational
factors such as policy restrictions, vertical integration as Wilmsmeier, Martines-
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Zarzoso, Fiess arguments in their literature Regional Hub Port Development the
Case of Montevideo Uruguay.
2.8 Port Strategic Value
In the research “The strategic value of the Port of Rotterdam for International
competitiveness of The Netherland” (Frans A.J Van Den Bosch, Rick Hollen, Henk
W. Volberda, Marc G.Baaij) also clearly explain about strategic value of port.

Strategic value of port to be determined in addition to the economic value, is as
will be further clarified by the contribution to the international innovation driven
competitiveness, or competitive advantage, competitive advantage is in particular
defined by four determinants that, individually and as a system, shape the
environment in which firms are born and compete. Simply put, the key question is how
the port contributes to each of these determinants. A port connectivity of the port with
other logistic hubs (or logistic hot spots) can be strategically important in this respect.
Strategic connectivity of the port, for example through cooperation with inland
container terminals, contributes additionally to the strategic value for the port.

Location as well as specific organization and management structure are of
strategic value for an organization when these resources comply with a number of
criteria, for instance, these resources have to contribute to a distinctive and
sustainable competitive composition, for that, they have to be scarce, hard to acquire
or substitute and difficult to imitate by competitors.
‘Connective-ness’ between resources contributes to port strategic value. The
port is of significant strategic value to the country only if it contributes to the country
international competitive position, which contribution should in a way be unique in the
sense that other port unable to provide the same contribution, the more the port in a
country is internally and externally connected in a strategic way, the higher the
strategic value of the port for a country.
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2.9 Research Methodology
This research adopting to methodology used by Frans A.J Van Den Bosch, Rick
Hollen, Henk W. Volberda, Marc G.Baaij

to determine “The strategic value of the

Port of Rotterdam for International competitiveness of The Netherland” In this
research methodology, diamond framework by Michael Porter used to investigate the
determinant factors of international competitiveness of industries, regions and
countries which is the main theoretical foundation. Then, the strategic connectivity
used to illustrates the capacity of knowledge absorption in international relations
which can increase competitiveness.
The Diamond Framework analyses how four interacting determinants stimulate
firms and organizations in an industry, cluster of industries, region or country to
innovate, renew and increase their productivity, as a consequence, it will improve their
international competitiveness.
1) Quantitative Analysis
The quantitative part is operationalized the same way as the economic importance
is determined, adopting to economic perspective, this led to the development of
quantitative performance indicator, such as value added, employments, investments,
R&D expenditures.
2) Qualitative Analysis
The qualitative part of the strategic value is conceptualized as the contribution to
the determinants of the international innovation-driven competitiveness of Indonesia,
qualitative part of strategic value of the Indonesia Port Corporation II for Indonesia
consists of the contribution to the reinforcement of the Diamond framework four
determinant and their interaction.
Qualitative part of the strategic value of the Indonesia Port Corporation II for
international logistic competitiveness of Indonesia consist of three parts:
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a. The first part related to the strategic value created by Indonesia Port Corporation
for the determinants of diamond framework.
b. The second related to the strategic connectivity Indonesia Port Corporation II with
other ports and logistic hubs.
c. The third part related to the strategic connectivity of Indonesia Port Corporation II
with port and other ports other logistic hub internationally.
Figure 2.3 Diamond Framework Analysis

Model by: Frans A.J Van Den Bosch, Rick Hollen, Henk W Volberda, Marc G. Baaij modified by author

Different level of analysis applied in this research; the strategic value of the
Indonesia Port Corporation II for Indonesia (‘the macro question’) is determined on a
national level, while the strategic value of specific activities or projects with regard to
Indonesia Port Corporation II (the ‘micro question’) mainly centers on the activity or
business level.
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As a conclusion result from this research, Overall Fact Sheet will be presented
to show both the quantitative part (the economic importance) and qualitative part (the
strategic importance) of the strategic value of Indonesia Port Corporation II for
International competitiveness of Indonesia.
This study will use source of primary and secondary data collection to support
the research
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Chapter 3. Current Condition and Problem Identification
This chapter will explore the current Indonesia Logistic Condition, Indonesia Port
Corporation II and Tanjung Priok Port, internal and external environment will be
reviews.
3.1 Indonesia Logistic Performance Index
Logistic Performance Index and indicators issued by World Bank is the
comprehensive and reliable source of reference to indicate the logistic
competitiveness of countries.
According to Logistic Performance Index; Indonesia score for logistic performance
index in 2014 is 3.08, it is increased 4.4% by score 2.95 in 2012 (Logistic Performance
Index 2013 has not been issued), this increasing has put Indonesia ranking from 59th
in the year of 2012 to 53th in the year of 2014 among 160 countries.
Table 3.1 Logistic Performance Index Ranking Compare with GDP and Global
Competitive Index
No

Country

Score

2014 LPI

2012 LPI

GDP

Global

Ranking

Ranking

Ranking

Competitive

2012

Index 2013

1

Singapore

4.00

5th

(1st)

35th

2nd

2

Malaysia

3.59

25th

(29th)

34th

24th

3

Thailand

3.43

35th

(38th)

32nd

37th

4

Vietnam

3.15

48th

(53rd)

57th

70th

5

Indonesia

3.08

53rd

(59th)

16th

38th

6

Philippines

3.00

57th

(52nd)

31st

59th

7

Cambodia

2.74

83rd

(101st)

100th

88th

8

Laos / Lao

2.39

131st

(109th)

124th

81st

2.25

145th

(129th)

No data

139th

PDR
9

Myanmar

Source: LPI 2014 modified by Author
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Despite the ranking was climbed; Indonesia doesn’t have a strong competitiveness
level among ASEAN regional countries in term of logistic. Even though Indonesia has
a better GDP ranking among others.
Figure 3.1 ASEAN Logistic Performance Index - World Bank

Source: State of Logistics Indonesia 2013

The World Bank has conducted an analysis to countries to measure the
perceived importance and influence of different component attributes affecting logistic
friendliness, the characteristic had been identified as best encapsulating logistic
performance for evaluation, there are two main categories:
1)

Area for policy regulations, indicated main inputs to the supply chain, 3
indicators include : Customs, infrastructure and quality of logistic services

2)

Service delivery performance outcomes, 3 indicators include : timeless,
international shipment, tracking and tracing

Every indicators is able to use to compare countries, region and categories in income
groups, and these also can be used to illustrate the country level work.
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Table 3.2 ASEAN Logistic Performance Index ranking per Indicators 2014
No

Country

Customs

Infra-

International

Logistic

Tracking

structur

Shipment

Quality and

and

Competence

Tracing

e

Timeless

1

Singapore

1st

2nd

1st

4th

7th

5th

2

Malaysia

27th

27th

14th

30th

28th

28th

3

Thailand

35th

34th

32nd

38th

35th

32nd

4

Vietnam

56th

56th

40th

56th

49th

51st

5

Indonesia

59th

62nd

65th

51st

55th

48th

6

Philippines

52nd

67th

37th

53rd

52nd

74th

7

Cambodia

80th

100th

94th

99th

73rd

129th

8

Laos

103rd

127th

122nd

129th

145th

134th

9

Myanmar

154th

151st

156th

156th

143rd

137th

Source: LPI 2014 modified by Author

Table above shows the ranking of ASEAN countries in 6 different indicator of
performance, this indicator can illustrate and indicate the level of their work to gain
sustainability in logistic.
Table 3.3 Indonesia indicators score and ranking trends on Logistic
Performance Index
2012
Main Categories
Indicators

Policy
Regulation
(Inputs)

Indicators

2014

Trends

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Custom

2.53

75th

2.71

59th

Infrastructure

2.54

85th

2.76

62nd

2.85

62nd

2.99

51st

3.12

52nd

3.08

55th

Logistic
Quality and
Competent
Tracking and
Tracing
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Service Delivery

Timeless

3.61

42nd

3.53

48th

Performance
(Outcomes)

International
Shipment

2.97

57th

2.90

65th

Source: LPI 2014 modified by Author

Above table is comparing indicators logistic between 2012 and 2014, as its show that
the score of policy regulation of Indonesia which indicating main inputs to the supply
chain management is increase, its mean that improvement have been made in this
sector, the improvement include in the efficiency of customs and border clearance
(Customs), the quality of trade and transport infrastructure (Infrastructure), the
competence and quality of logistic service such as trucking, forwarding and customs
brokerage (Quality of logistic services).
Meanwhile service delivery performance show the opposite condition, some
indicators had decline in performance which cause the ranking for service delivery
performance is not satisfying and lowering the ranking in general, these indicators are
the ease of arranging competitively priced shipments (ease of arranging shipment),
the ability to track and trace consignment (tracking and tracing), the frequency with
which shipment reach consignees within schedule or expected delivery time
(timeless)
3.2 Indonesia Logistic Policy Condition
Indonesia government has taken serious action in regulating a policy to improve
national and international logistic system, Presidential instruction no.5 / 2008
regarding Focus of Economic Programs 2008-2009 was a first statement which
instruct for the preparation of national logistic blueprint. The concrete action plans was
detailed on Presidential Regulation No.26 /2012 as the formal for issuing Blueprint for
the Development of The National Logistics System (SISLOGNAS).
The content of the blueprint was in lined with government national program
named; National Long Term Development Plan 2005-2025, As a result, The Master
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Plan for the Acceleration and Expansion of Economic Development of Indonesia
(MP3EI) was issued through the Presidential Regulation No.32/2011 as strategic
guidance, through the MP3EI the government of Indonesia had considered the
urgency of investment to improve logistic system in Indonesia, the Investment focus
both hard infrastructure as well as soft infrastructure, total investment require to
implement the 15 years programs from 2011 to 2025 are estimated 4,012 Trillion
Rupiah or 472 billion USD, with this seriousness, the program is expect could be
successful to boost Indonesia logistic in domestic, regional and international
competitiveness, and could transform Indonesia to become one of the 10 major
economies in the world by 2025. Indonesia government is looking forward that The
Blueprint of National Logistics System Development (SISLOGNAS) create a National
Logistic System which able to integrating, collaborating and synchronizing logistic
stakeholder under supply chain management system, and supported by effective and
efficient information and technology.
This blueprint use as guidance for all stakeholder specially government and
business players in developing a National Logistic System, The purpose of this
blueprint for logistic industry is to support business sector to improve competitiveness
through creation of higher added value with competitive cost and to encourage
national logistic players and service providers to build cooperation in global scale.
The mission of the Indonesia National Logistics System are:
1) To facilitate effective and efficient flows of goods to ensure the supply of the the
public basic necessities and to improve the competitiveness of national products
on the domestic, regional and global markets.
2) To build national logistics nodes and their connectivity across rural, urban
interregional and inter-island levels to international hub ports through
collaboration of stakeholders.
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The goal of the Indonesia National Logistic system are:
1) To reduce logistics costs, facilitate the movement of goods and improve logistics
services thus improving the competitiveness of national products in the global and
domestic market
2) To ensure that basic and strategic commodities are available throughout
Indonesia at affordable prices thus promoting a just and prosperous society, and
strengthen the sovereignty and integrity of Unitary State of The Republic of
Indonesia
3) To prepare for ASEAN logistic integration by 2013 as part of the single ASEAN
market by 2015 and global market integration by 2020
Figure 3.2 Indonesia National Connectivity Framework

Source: State of Logistics Indonesia 2013

3.3 Indonesia Logistic Costs and the potential of cost reduction

Even though the set of rule and regulation, policy, and investment has been
set up by government of Indonesia to stimulate national logistic industry, the outcomes
is not show a significant impact to efficiency of Indonesia logistic cost yet, As Senior
researcher from Institut Pertanian Bogor (Bogor Agriculture Institute) Mr Rokhimin
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Dahuri made his argument regarding shipment cost in Indonesia, “total shipping cost
of container from Jakarta to Padang (Domestic) is more expensive than shipment
from Jakarta to Hamburg, its 1, 4 times cheaper, meanwhile shipment from Jakarta to
Tokyo is 3x cheaper than Jakarta to Padang”.

Table 3.4 Indonesia Logistic Cost Estimation and GDP 2004-2011

Source: State of Logistics Indonesia 2013

The statement described the actual condition of logistic in Indonesia, high logistic cost
is happening and become pain experience for logistic players, If comparing logistic
cost as percentage of GDP; Indonesia logistic cost is 24, 6% of GDP, meanwhile;
USA as high income country spent 10, 6% of logistic cost from its GDP, it is almost
half cost from what Indonesia had spent, In ASEAN countries for example Thailand,
the country has successfully minimize the logistic cost to become 15, 2% as
percentage of GDP.

Several studies had identified the cost component of total logistic cost,
according to Zeng and Rosseti (2003), cost component consist of packing cost,
administration cost, carrying cost, transportation cost, tax, damage and risk costs.
Another study form Rushton et al (2006) in Pishvaee reveal that component of logistic
cost consist of packing cost; transportation cost; carrying cost; inventory cost;
consolidation cost; information cost; and controlling cost. Calculation of the logistic
costs of country is relatively different because the methodology and system they are
used, for example USA was used CASS information systems with only 3 cost
components include, meanwhile South Korea in calculating logistic cost is done by
KOTI (Korea Transportation Institute).
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Indonesia national logistic cost model based on appropriateness for Indonesia
situation and condition, USA logistic cost model had chosen to calculate logistic cost
of Indonesia due to simplicity of cost and structure, the components of this logistic
cost model use are Transportation cost, inventory cost and administration cost.( State
of Logistics Indonesia 2013)

Table 3.5 Breakdown of Indonesia Logistic Cost for Each Component

Source: State of Logistics Indonesia 2013

As table above, from 3 components of logistic cost; the land transportation was the
higher cost spent in Indonesia during 2004 – 2011 compare to other component cost
such inventory cost and administration cost, average 12.04% is transportation cost
from total logistic cost.
By Comparing land transportation cost around key port between Indonesia and
Malaysia, Transportation cost at Port Klang (Malaysia) is 6 USD/km with haulage base
in Port Kalang to Shah Alam, Seberang Perai and Tanjung Malim, meanwhile Tanjung
Priok Port 12 USD/km with haulage base in Tanjung Priok, to Cakung, Cikarang, and
Bandung. Transportation costs from Tanjung Priok port to Tangerang (Hinterland
area) and revers which mostly driven by trucking cost is more expensive than maritime
shipping from Singapore to Tanjung Priok.
After fact being exposed, the question remain, why land transportation/trucking cost
in Jakarta is expensive, and what are the general problem faced by the land transport
operators, based on practitioner views and experienced collected from several source
of information; traffic jam, damage road and flood in Jakarta are main cause of losses
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operating time for trucking operator / landtransportation, as a result it reduce the
income per day work. Which in the end the customers will ultimately bear the cost.
The Estimated total impact inflicted losses due to congestion in Jakarta reached 28.1
trillion per year (Dr Firdaus Alis MSc), one of fleet operator named PT Kopaba stated
his complained, the impact of bad roads damage makes company income drop
dramatically, due to road damage fleet spent 3 days to finish 1 cycle of shipment
;which usually 1 cycle need only 1 day to accomplish the job in normal condition,
Gemilang Tarigan as Chief Organda Angsuspel Jakarta (Transport Operator
Association particular Jakarta port area) said, the congestion in port caused reducing
operating hours to pickup and delivery by truck. The total potential loss of land
transportation had reached 9 billion Rupiah per day, the value of the loss is derived
from the existing around 18,000 truck fleet from 554 fleet transport companies that
exist under Organda Angsuspel.
Table 3.6 Breakdown of Indonesia Transportation Cost

Source: State of Logistics Indonesia 2013

If the problems faced by actors logistics as described above, due to the potential loss
of revenue and operating costs are high; then it is reasonable and commensurate with
the high prices offered by the land transport operator to the customer, which will
eventually lead to impact to national logistics cost and will lowering competitiveness
of overall national logistic domestically as well internationally.
McKinsey & Company had conducted an integrated supply chain analysis in
Indonesia with objectives to identifies pain points experienced by user, insight for
supplier, and assess impact on GDP, the works are analyzing industries sample in
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which relevant to maritime shipping and filtering the product category which
contributing to GDP of Indonesia. These product are Fishery, cars, cement, textile,
Television, Crude product oil and paper, which contributes 14% to Indonesia GDP,
analysis result found that Textile Logistic cost from last embarkation port (Tanjung
Priok) to Tangerang (consignee) can be decreased 6% by reducing trucking cost, in
reverse, from Tangerang facility to disembarkation port; logistic cost can be
decreased 9% by reducing trucking costs. If time spent by container at Tanjung Priok
could be reduced to become 3 days, logistic cost for car parts would decrease by
13%, if trucking transfer could be reduced by 50%, logistic cost for car parts from
supplier in Cikarang would decrease by 9%, McKinsey and Company in supply chain
analysis shows 26% average potential total cost of logistic reduction.
Table 3.7 Potential cost logistic reduction of Indonesia signature product
No

Signature Product

Potential Cost of
Logistics reduction

Contribute

to

GDP

Increase

1

Fisheries

43%

11.8 Trillion (0.15%)

2

Cement

12%

8.2 Trillion (0.10%)

3

Cars

24%

8.3 Trillion (0.10%)

4

Textile

9%

1.9 Trillion (0.02%)

5

TV

33%

1.2 Trillion

6

CPO

20%

9.7 Trillion (0.12%)

7

Paper

30%

3.1 Trillion (0.04%)

Source:McKinsey Analysis modified by Author
3.4 Indonesia Connectivity Review
Connectivity could illustrate geography and the global structure of transportation and
logistics network of countries, World Bank used the liner shipping connectivity index
published by United Nations Conference on trade and development to capture how
well countries are connected to global shipping network, The Economic and social
Commissions for Asia and the Pacific and the World Bank had found that by
measuring the capacity of a country to carry its containerized foreign trade using liner
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shipping had a stronger impact on trade costs than the indicators for “logistic
performance”, “air connectivity”, “costs of starting a business” and “lower tariffs”
combined. This index based on five component of the maritime transport sector:
1) Number of ships
2) Container carrying capacity
3) Maximum vessel size
4) Number of service
5) Number companies deploy
Figure 3.3 ASEAN - Liner Shipping Connectivity Index

Source: Data from World Bank modified by Author, chart by author

From liner shipping connectivity graph, it shown that Indonesia has a stagnant trend
from 2004-2013, left behind from neighbors Malaysia and Singapore, both country
LSCI moves almost in the same trend as the same companies and ships provide the
same service through the Strait Malacca.
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Table 3.8 International Shipping service for Far East and South East from major
ports in Indonesia
Indonesia
Major

Far East
Japan

Taiwan

Korea

Tj Priok

35

19

24

Tj Emas

7

7

1

Tj Perak

17

12

Total

38

38

South East Asia (SEA)
China

Malaysia

Singapore

Thailand

Philippines

18

50

31

41

14

4

3

8

6

7

2

-

8

9

27

7

20

7

1

33

30

85

44

68

23

5

Ports

Hong
Kong

Source: IPC II 2012 (Yosianis Marciano)

Indonesia has set up connectivity program which applied on MP3I, as a maritime
country, Indonesia actually has benefit with geographical condition, Globally
connected system in 2025 means that the National Logistic System will be connected
to the regional (ASEAN) and global logistic system via International Hub Port, this will
be achieve through integrated and efficient logistic networks consisting of distribution,
transport, information and financial network. The domestic logistics system network
and its connection to the global logistic network will be a key to success in global
supply chain competition as competitions will not only between product or companies
but also between logistics networks and supply chain and event between countries.
Indonesia Connectivity Program:
1) Prepare and assign ports and airports as 'hubs' in the Western Regions and
international eastern Indonesia
2) Optimizing the operation of the system of National Single Window (NSW) at ports
and airports that serve as the 'hub' of international service improvement through
Information and Communication Technology in implementing Customs Advance
Trade System (CATS) and the NSW system and network connectedness national
logistics (national supply chain) with the ASEAN logistics network system (ASEAN
supply chain) and global logistics network system (global supply chain) on the port
and international airport.
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3) Improved operational efficiency and productivity of ports and international airports
implementing an integrated logistics management system (integrated port
logistics management system).
4) Opening a link / new gateways abroad as an alternative existing link
5) Exchange in the international development of growth centers
6) Preparing for the improvement of facilities and infrastructure, regional and global
connectivity to achieve the target of ASEAN logistics integration in 2013, the
integration of the ASEAN market in 2015, and the integration global market in
2020.

3.5 Indonesia Port Corporation and International Hub Port Development
Project
As one of the future goals of MP3EI which Indonesia expected could globally
connected to the regional (ASEAN) and global logistic system in 2025 by integrated
National Logistic System via International Hub Port.
Figure 3.4 Indonesia Logistic System Network via International Hub Port

Source: State of Logistics Indonesia 2013
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MP3EI had proposed the development of designated Indonesia ports for major
International Gateway, government announces that the number of commercial
seaport which open to international shipping are 25 ports (OECD).
Commercial ports in Indonesia are managed by state-owned enterprises of Indonesia
Port Corporation, namely Indonesia Port Corporation I, Indonesia Port Corporation II,
Indonesia Port Corporation III, and Indonesia Port Corporation IV. Each corporation
cover geographic area in Indonesia.
Indonesia Port Corporation I has coverage province in Aceh, North Sumatera and
Riau, manage and operate commercial port of Belawan, Pekanbaru, Dumai, Tanjung
Pinang and Lhokseumawe. Belawan Port is the main port in North Sumatera to cover
hinterland form Riau, Aceh and industrial area in Medan, Belawan has container
terminal with throughput 0.8 million Teus in 2011, Port of Belawan become one of
development project in MP3EI with total investment value 830 Billion Rupiah to
expand Port of Belawan with project expect to accomplish in 2014.
Indonesia Port Corporation II has coverage province in West Sumatera, Jambi, South
Sumatera, Bengkulu, Lampung and Jakarta, manage and operate commercial port of
Tanjung Priok, Panjang, Palembang, Teluk Bayur, Pontianak, Cirebon, Jambi,
Bengkulu, Banten, Sunda Kelapa, Pangkal Balam, Tanjung Pandan, Tanjung Priok is
the biggest and busiest main port in this coverage area in term of capacity and
vessel/cargo traffic, located in Northern part of Jakarta; Tanjung Priok port exist to
accommodate hinterland of Tangerang, West Java, Central Java, East Java, and
western part Java, is about 70% international cargo shipped through Tanjung Priok
Port, Tanjung Priok port become one of development project in MP3EI with total
investment value 11.7 trillion rupiah for development of Tanjung Priok port and the
extension port named Kalibaru, the additional investment value of 3.9 Trillion rupiah
for 17 kilometer highway/road development for Tanjung Priok port access, both
project expect to accomplish in 2014.
Indonesia Port Corporation III has coverage province of Central Kalimantan, South
Kalimantan, West Nusa Tenggara, and East Nusa Tenggara. Manage and operate
commercial port of Tanjung Perak, Tanjung Emas, Banjarmasin, Benoa and Tenau/
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Kupang. Tanjung Perak is the 2nd biggest and busiest port in Indonesia, Tanjung
Perak Port cover East Java, South Kalimantan, South Sulawesi, and East Nusa
Tenggara, Tanjung Perak become one of MP3EI development project, with total
investment value 8 trillion Rupiah for development of Container terminal at Teluk
Lamong and dredging, the project expect to be accomplish in 2014.
Indonesia Port Corporation IV has coverage province of Sulawesi, Maluku, and Irian
Jaya. Manage and operate commercial port of Makassar, Balikpapan, Samarinda,
Bitung, Ambon, Sorong, Biak, and Jayapura, Makassar port is the hub port with cover
eastern part of Indonesia, Makassar port become one of MP3Ei with total investment
value 2.2 Trillion Rupiah for Makassar port expanding and expect to be accomplish in
2014.
Figure 3.5 Indonesia Port Corporation (I-IV) Development project Investment on
main port (2011-2014)

Chart by Author

As International cargo mostly flow through Tanjung Priok Port, the development of
Tanjung Priok port get priority with high portion of investment, expecting that Tanjung
Priok Port will be able to become International Hub Port for Indonesia.
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3.6 Dwell Time in Tanjung Priok Port
As suggested by World Bank In 2008, Indonesia Port Corporation II as operator
Tanjung Priok Port need to improve operation performance in order to reduce dwelling
time. Facts in the field show that import container was the major problem, the
container was stack in yard too long, which cause the yard crowded, over capacity,
as result yard operation become overload, this become bottleneck to terminal activity,
especially in gate in/out terminal where Long queues of trucks occurred, the fatal
impact was effected to road traffic condition inside the port, traffic jam and congestion
at Tanjung Priok port cannot be avoided.
Figure 3.6 Graphic of Dwelling Time at Tanjung Priok Port

Source: World Bank 2013

The fact related dwell time in Tanjung Priok Port:
1) Dwelling time at JICT average 6 days, this condition forces companies to have
extra 5 days parts inventory at assembly site and it caused by misalignment of
priority level between agencies, wasted time to get all approval
2) Dwelling time, domestic maritime shipping cost and repair rate are the main pain
points in CKD car suppy chain
3) Dwelling time Singapore is 1 day, Malaysia is 4 days, Thailand 5 days
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4) If time spent by container at Tanjung Priok could be reduced to 3 days, logistic
cost for parts would decrease by 13%
5) If trucking transfer could be reduced by 50%, logistic cost for parts from part
supplier in Cikarang would decrease by 9%
Indonesia Port Corporation II and related institution have done several things to
solve the dwell time:
1)

Introduction of The National Single Window (collaborating with government)

2)

Integrated Inspection by customs, food and drug agency an quarantine

3)

Introduce 24/7 operation service

4)

Port Operator raised storage fees to discourage shippers from leaving containers
for a long periods and introduced a new information technology system

5)

Dry port in Cikarang for container import clearance.
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Chapter 4. Determining The Strategic Value of The Port Tanjung Priok For
Indonesia

4.1 Triple Strategic Value Contribution Framework

This research focuses on strategically connectivity of ports (and industrial complexes)
and other logistic hubs, this will create two additional strategic contributions are
elaborates upon: resulting from the strategic connectivity with ports and other logistic
hubs both in the Indonesia and abroad.
Figure 4.1 Triple Strategic Value Contribution Framework

Model by: Frans A.J Van Den Bosch, Rick Hollen, Henk W Volberda, Marc G. Baaij modified by author
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4.1.1

First, The Strategic Value of Tanjung Priok Port Diamond for The
determinant of the Indonesia Diamond

The first part of strategic value is marked as arrow 1, this part refers to the strategic
value of the determinants of Tanjung Priok Diamond for the determinants of the
international, innovation-driven competitiveness of firms (and organization) in
Indonesia, for all firms in industries which benefits from the fact that Tanjung Priok
Port accommodates one of the largest industries in the world, bring in about strong
determinants such as factor condition and advanced related and supporting
industries, large international companies in Indonesia that are not situated in Tanjung
Priok Port benefit from the advanced transport, handling, storage and distribution
operation of Tanjung Priok Port to sell their product worldwide.

4.1.1.1 Factor Condition of Tanjung Priok Port

This determinant is refer to production factor such as natural resources, human
resources and capital resources of Tanjung Priok Port, it also refer to infrastructure of
the port such as road, heavy equipment, administrative, information technology,
knowledge center, as the factors conditions become more specialized, it will increase
the contribution to the international competitiveness of Tanjung Priok port and
Indonesia.
1)

Reinvent Infrastructure by maximizing capacity and productivity

Currently the infrastructure in Indonesia is left behind comparing to Malaysia,
Thailand, Philippine, Vietnam in 2012, the Indonesia infrastructure ranking was 6th
among ASEAN Country (World Bank 2012).
In terms of port infrastructure, IPC II continues to maximize the capacity of port
services by developing port and investing in loading/unloading equipment with the
latest technology. IPC II had adding equipment in all branches, deepen the channel,
repairing dock sand terminal facilities, and reconfiguration of ports to strengthen
infrastructure.
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Improvements and additions to the infrastructure and facilities will increase
effectiveness and productivity, which leads to the creation of efficiency, while creating
operational excellence based on international best practice.
a.

Investment in Equipment

IPC II had allocate investment fund for procurement of equipment, total of equipment
investment is about 660.8 billion in 2012, the objective of this investment is to
maximize its port service capability by adding reliable and modern technology in
equipment for stevedoring activity. These equipment expect can accelerating the
stevedoring time, enhancing productivity and improving the services rendered in the
port.
In 2011, the realization of port facilities and production equipment’s at Tanjung Priok
port is as follows:
-

Addition of Kalijapat wharf with long 80 m.

-

Addition of 2 (two) units of ready-to-use Pilot Boat.

-

Addition of 2 (two) units of ready-to-use Tug Boat.

-

Addition of 4 (four) units of non-ownership Container Crane.

-

Addition of 9 (nine) units of Gantry Luffing Crane with 40 tons capacity.
b.

Reconfigurating Tanjung Priok Port Layout

The first development of Tanjung Priok Port was in1877, it was constructed in phases
according to the increasing number of ship visit and cargo, currently Tanjung Priok
Port layout have a disorganized port layout due to their expansion histories, this
inefficient layout leads to significant congestion.
Disorganized port layout before 2010 Tanjung Priok Port could be identify by looking
into valuable berth space which occupied by noncore operation such as naval base,
which resulting in high opportunity cost, exist an unappropriated location where the
international and domestic container terminals is far apart, which requiring multiple
handling for domestic international transit, multiple bulk sections are scattered across
terminals reducing ability to coordinate labor and equipment same with multipurpose
within multipurpose sections, commodity areas require consolidation.
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To maximize existed space for commercial and to ease congestion in the port and
improve flow across process, Indonesia Port Corporation II has implement the
strategy by restructuring Tanjung Priok Port lay out, the overall improvement initiative
has unlock capacity of 760.000 Teus to 1.2 Million Teus in 2012.

Figure 4.2 The Reconfiguration of Tanjung Priok Port Facilities

Source: Indonesia Port Corporation II

In factor condition is also know Factor Disadvantage, it relates to activities or condition
that contributes to the decreases; the firm will have opposite impact when they
successfully change the disadvantage factor condition into advantages in an
innovative way, for instance the lack of space and congestion in Tanjung Priok Port
contributes the initiatives for developing New Priok Port,. When IPC II face difficulties
extending port area in land side, the development still continue by developing port
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above the sea side. This project in order to maximize the use of area in Tanjung Priok
Port to avoid congestion and for better service in capacity.
c.

New Priok Development

Based on the data in the last five years, Tanjung Priok port traffic increased by
an average 7% per year. In 2008, the flow of goods at the Port of Tanjung Priok
reached 62 million tons, while container flow of 4 million TEUs and 18 thousand units
of ship visits. And based on Indonesian container throughput in 2008 reached
9,186,486 TEUs, the Port of Tanjung Priok container throughput dominated by
43.37% of the national total. In 2009, the Port of Tanjung Priok serves many as 16,537
ships visit units consisting of 4,508 ships and 12 029 Ocean Going inter-island
vessels. While the flow of goods shipped through conventional pier reached 5.42
million tons of goods were unloaded and the flow reached 11.5 million tons. As for the
flow of containers through the Port of Tanjung Priok conventional dock, there were
1,509,338 TEUs, equivalent to 1,266,386 boxes.

Development of the Port of Tanjung Priok is expected to improve the capacity
and performance of service containers with the provision of new facilities capable of
servicing ships more than 5,000 TEUs to foster regional container transshipment
activities. In addition, the increase in capacity and performance of dry bulk services
capable of serving Panamax size bulk carriers will make the Port of Tanjung Priok as
a major port in the region of bulk carrier’s western Indonesia. Tanjung Priok Port also
plans to improve services for passengers ships separately from goods and service
activities are integrated with other transport modes. It is expected to strengthen the
role of the Port of Tanjung Priok as 'regional passenger port' in western Indonesia.

To realize the development plan, the IPC II has coordinated with government to
support the national logistics system. As a concrete step, for both short and medium
term, the government will encourage the development of the Port of Tanjung Priok as
it is the only port which is most ready to be developed. As consider that IPC II is an
operator of Tanjung Priok which currently the dominant player in the Indonesian port
operations industry with great control, have diversified business portfolio, steady
growth and strong financials foundation.
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New Priok Port will be supported by a freeway road system develop by
government which is connected directly to the industrial centers located in the
hinterland region of Jakarta, such as Bekasi, Cikarang, Cikampek and surrounding
areas.

The initial development phase for the port expansion at Newpriok Terminal will
be undertaken on a Fast Track basis. The key dates are summarized into actual and
contractual dates below.

Table 4.1 Summary of Key Dates (terminal planned operations)
Terminal

Planned Operations

Container Terminal 1

2014

Container Terminal 2

2016

Container Terminal 3

2017

Product Terminal 1

2016

Source: Indonesia Port Corporation II

The initial development phase for the port expansion at Newpriok Terminal
accommodates the following terminals:
Table 4.2 New Priok Terminals Capacity, Draft and Length
Terminal

Type

Capacity

Draft

Length

Container Terminal 1

Container

1,500,000 TEU/year

16.0 m

850 m

Container Terminal 2

Container

1,500,000 TEU/year

16.0 m

800 m

Container Terminal 3

Container

1,500,000 TEU/year

16.0 m

800 m

Product Terminal 1

Petroleum Products

500,000 m3/Year

19.0 m

800 m

Product Terminal 2

Petroleum Products

500,000 m3/Year

19.0 m

800 m

Source: Indonesia Port Corporation II

The objective of new priok container terminal development generally is to
strengthening and to efficient national logistics chains by improve on capacity and
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productivity, bigger capacity will giving large space for operational activity to become
more mobile, with adequate equipment is expected to increase productivity so as to
reduce the waiting time of vessel as well as truck queue, which in turn can reduce
dwelling time and reduce cost of logistics. The existence of Newpriok terminal is also
expected to attract largest vessel which will able to serve latest vessel size such EEE
class of container ships as the largest class of container ships to date up to 18.000
TEUs carrying capacity.
SWOT Analysis for infrastructure development
 Strength: Indonesia Port Corporation II has strong of capital for investment and
credible to get bank Loan, enough space to develop new port area.
 Weakness: located in Jakarta area, where traffic outside port is happening, this
condition will affect to the land transport flow into or out of the port.
 Opportunities: Combination between expand new area and increasing
operational productivity by investing in equipment expected could reduce dwelling
time.
 Threat: Strategy to increase capacity is easy to imitate and adopt by any
competitor as long as supported by strong financial.

2)

Information and Technology

Necessity of Information Communication Technology (ICT) is becoming important for
an organization, ICT is useful to facilitate the work and simplify the process, and
Operation activity at the port requires ICT in order to improve productivity. Indonesia
Port Corporation II has implement the windows and service level system based on
ICT in all works units. The ICT system also useful for integrating all branches, simplify
coordination for administration, communication, monitoring as well for efficient
decision making.

ICT support on port operation activity, application services based on ICT allows
tracking and tracing which the service available for cargo owner to determine the time
slot and ship berthing location, operation activity in the port is becoming visible to
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customer to monitor, with online capability customer can process administration
online in order to faster process and avoiding queue,

IPC II has also implement IT governance that regulate and control information
technology in company, IT steering committee has establish to ensure quality of IT
service by controlling and evaluating information system plans and activities.

To maximize the use of ICT in port, IPC II also has synergize with one of state own
company which specialized in communication technology PT Telkom Indonesia to
launched PT ILCS (Indonesia Logistic Community System to develop largest services
of port community system.
SWOT analysis of ICT:


Strength: Indonesia Port Corporation II has strong of capital for investment and
credible to get bank Loan.



Weakness: Adaptation technology need some time for familiarization and
changing working culture need extra effort and need extra maintenance.



Opportunities: simplify process, efficient, avoid direct contact with customer to
avoid fraud.



Threat: Hackers, error in system can ruin all user network which possible to stop
the operation and become idle.

3) Human Resources
IPC II management has implement corporate culture transformation by excelling spirit
of change and transformation
IPC II has invest 42 billion rupiah in human capital development program to speed up
the transformation, total employment are 2446 employees working at headquarters,
branches and 10 subsidiaries, 1 business unit and 11 affiliates across Indonesia.
The objective of human capital development is to produce personal excellence with
highly productive and motivation, sharping individual skill in working area by
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developing knowledge and leadership which expect will contribute positively to the
company in the future.
Since 2009, IPC has aggressively send potential employee to study abroad at reliable
university to dig valuable knowledge and leverage international network, IPC II also
do cooperation with the university by inviting qualify teacher to provide training for
employees. In 2012, 4443 times employee attending and participate in education
training program both locally and overseas, this number was increasing 39% from
previous year in 2011.
Table 4.2 IPC II Master Degree Overseas Program
University

Majoring

Participants

No

1.

2.

Maritime and Economic

Maritime

logistic,

Economics

Erasmus

and

University Netherland

Logistics

Institute of Transport and

Maritime

Maritime Management

management and
maritime

Total

2009-

2010-

2011-

2010

2011

2012

8

4

1

13

6

-

-

6

1

4

7

12

2

2

2

6

1

3

-

4

1

4

4

9

5

1

6

-

-

2

economics
3.

4.

Netherland

Maritime

Shipping

and

University, Netherland

transportation

Unesco-IHE Institute for

Coastal

water

engineering

education,

Netherland

and

port development

World

Maritime

University, Sweden

Port Management,
Shipping

5.

management,
maritime law 4and
policy
Shanghai

6.

Maritime

University, China

In5ternational
transport

and

logistics
7.

8.

Renmin

University

of

International MBA

China
Victoria
Australia

University,

Business
Administration
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2

9.
10.

Kuhne Logistic University

Logistics

RMIT University Australia

Information
Technology

Total Participants

-

-

3

3

-

-

1

1

21

22

19

62

Source : IPC II

SWOT Analysis of Human Resources


Strength: Strong in Capital for human resource development where the level of
readiness change is high.



Weakness: Transformation and culture need different treatment for different
demography, education, ages, social culture at different branches. Abroad study
means high cost for living and non-attending employee need mobilization in
organization.



Opportunities: Support by qualify human resources with global knowledge and
having competitiveness. Challenging opportunities for employee to get
scholarship, Opportunities to get scholarship will attract fresh graduate with
potential skill.



Threat: Conservative employee are acting to be status quo and usually use
employee unions to against transformation, high quality employee have
opportunities to resign and joint with competitors.

4.1.1.2 Demand Condition of Tanjung Priok Port
Demand condition determine how the nature of customer demand in Tanjung Priok
Port which contributes to an increasing international competitiveness, this can be
explain by pressures companies in Tanjung Priok Port and elsewhere in/out of
Indonesia to innovate and increase productivity in order to meet the lead users buying
needs.
To determine demand condition in Tanjung Priok Port, author try to figure the trend
line of the time series data from Container throughput, Ship calling, export and import.
Ship Calling GRT representing the demand from Shipping Lines, if the trend
increasing is assume that shipping lines adding more capacity of their vessel each
year to serve Tanjung Priok cargo which give pressure to Tanjung Priok port to
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improve their vessel service such providing sufficient draft, Length of Berth, zero
waiting time in pilot service etc,
Export and Import are representing Exporter and Importer demand to ship their cargo
through Tanjung Priok Port which give the pressure to Tanjung Priok port in providing
and improving facilities, minimizing trucking queue, dwelling time etc.
Meanwhile Container throughput representing the capacity of cargo could be handle
by the port itself which use mostly as indicators by users as productivity achievement
for container terminal. Later those indicators will analyze by time series to estimate /
forecast in the future to see all variable prospect.
Gross Domestic Product and Gross National Expenditure are uses as
indicators to see whether those have significant correlation with Container throughput,
Vessel Calling, Export and Import.
By analysis those using multiple regression, linear regression, polynomial
regression, exponential, moving average method, weight moving average,
exponential smoothing method, the result will come with the best parameter of R
Square which indicate how big correlation of Tanjung Priok Port to the increasing GDP
and GNE of Indonesia when the R Square close to 1. By doing this assume correlation
between Strategic Value of Tanjung Priok Port and GDP as an indicator of Indonesia
competitiveness could explain quantitatively.
Table 4.3: Forecasting Regression Model

FORECAST

DATA

Year

Ship Calling

Export

Import

Throughput

GDP

GNE

(GRT 000)

(Tons)

(Tons)

(Teus 000)

(Billion $)

(Billion $)

2005

89804

258.731

83.664

3,281

285,869

274,015

2006

86827

327.172

83.808

3,280

364,571

344,839

2007

89030

342.773

89.935

3,689

432,217

414,746

2008

92984

355.053

98.664

3,984

510,245

504,861

2009

91554

378.999

91.354

3,804

539,580

524,439

2010

102502

478.846

110.701

4,714

709,191

697,304

2011

113253

582.219

128.221

5,649

846,341

834,398

2012

119608

600.137

136.373

6,200

878,043

891,697

2013

118844

634989

137448

6,607

1,046,145

1,037,765

2014

123432

683766

145139

6,985

1,214,840

1,176,212

2015

128021

732543

152830

7,249

1,410,737

1,324,593

2016

132609

781320

160520

7,358

1,638,223

1,482,910

2017

137198

830097

168211

7,265

1,902,393

1,651,163

Source : Data from IAPH & IPC II, Forecast : By Author
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Figure 4.3 Demand Conditions Trendlines

Demand Condition Trendlines
Data

Forecasting
GNE (Billion $)

GDP (Billion $)

Throughput (Teus 000)

Import (Tons)

Export (Tons)

Ship Calling (GRT 000)

Source: Various data modified by author.

Figure above show the future trend increasing for each variable, and the trend
movement is almost in the same direction, this could explain by correlation coefficient
among variable.

Table 4.4: Correlation coefficient between variable
Throughput

Throughput

Ship Calling

Export

Import

GDP

GNE

1

0.983035777

0.956192172

0.995854971

0.942312973

0.953343425

1

0.91961586

0.980187651

0.893186367

0.906448286

1

0.94953479

0.9783768

0.976632946

1

0.939123739

0.949848679

1

0.998667914

Ship Calling
Export
Import
GDP
GNE

1

Source: Author calculation

As table above show that all variable have strong correlation one to another, R-Square
for Throughput – GDP is 0.942312973 which might describe that Tanjung Priok Port
Troughput have significant contribution to increasing Gross Domestic Product which
use as Indicator for Indonesia competitiveness.
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As demand condition increasing, Tanjung Priok port need to innovate and improve
their productivity, unfortunately the productivity in Tanjung Priok port is not satisfying
enough, it can see from from Tanjung Priok port Box Ship Hour as below figure.

Figure 4.4 Tanjung Priok Port Box Ship Hour

Source: Key Performance Indicator IPC II - Modified by Author

Beside pressure in container demand. Indonesia vehicle market has a promising in
the future, as projected to grow steadily at 5-8% Compound Annual Growth Rate until
2020, the fact is 97% assembly car are located in Java Island and 94% supply centers
for the car industry are located around Jakarta. Toyota as the leader of automotive
industry company in the world has just develop the new machine factory at Karawang,
West Java, with total investment 2, 3 Trillion rupiah in 2014, their claim this Engine
Plant is one of the highest technology of Toyota factory in the world, and it will become
the 2nd Toyota factory ever build in Indonesia, which the first factory has already
existed at Cikarang,
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Figure 4.5: Japanese Suppliers Investment in ASEAN Countries

Source: Hajime Yamamoto 2012

Capacity of car production in Karawang approximately 4000-5000 units per month to
supply international and domestic automotive demand, “Vios” car which was renamed
to become “Yaris” get in to Middle East as great demand in the countries of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) such as Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
and United Arab Emirates, approximately 4000 units for Saudi Arabia, 500 units for
Oman and 100 units for others. This type of car also shipped to Brunei Darussalam
and Singapore. These cars units are shipped through Tanjung Priok port, this become
a challenge for Indonesia Port Corporation II to accommodate and anticipate the
demand.
Figure 4.6 Vehicle Forecasting until 2020
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Source: Boston Consulting Group

Indonesia Kendaraan Terminal (IKT) was established in 2012 as a subsidiary
company of Indonesia Port Corporation II, it was Tanjung Priok Car Terminal (TPT)
before it change to become IKT which start commenced operation in 2007, this
terminal was built to accommodate demand in car shipment via Roro vessel, Now
days cargo owner at IKT is dominated by 38% Toyota, 15% Daihatsu, 12% Suzuki,
8% Mitsubishi, 7% Honda, 6% Nissan, 15% others.

To respond demand, IKT has applied Car Terminal Operating System (CARTOS) to
offer superior product quality, features and service, with this operating system, port
operators can accurately determine the capacity of data from ships arriving or
departing, when the mobilization of the car or to the factory, when dropping off or
picking truck trailer where the car and the car parking area. As Commercial Director
and Operation IKT claim that currently this operating system is used only in IKT
among car terminal in Asia countries.

The new operating system is implemented and developed by since 4 November 2013.
System integrates the harbor, boats, trailer manufacturer to operator transportation
carrier vehicle. As a result of this system makes the process of turnaround delivery
vehicles for export and import is progressing on schedule, In the same time IKT also
have plan to expand capacity into 9.976 unit cars in 2015 currently terminal capacity
is able to accommodate 6,220 units car
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SWOT Analysis of Demand Condition
 Strength : Car demand growth steadily
 Weakness: Standard improvement and value added for customer, easy to
imitate.
 Opportunities : high demand for export
 Threat: loosing customer when main production of customer relocate to other
country.

4.1.1.3 Determinant related and supporting Industries

This determinant refers to the contribution of suppliers to the international
competitiveness, the higher contribution to this determinant when the suppliers
possess a strong international competitiveness advantage themselves and the more
they are connected through network with buyers such as leader firms in Tanjung Priok
port and companies elsewhere.

The related and supporting industries are regarded as the complementary products
or service of the industries. The close working relations and the ongoing coordination
of related supporting industries enhance the competitive advantage of the industries
(Porter, 1998).

There are many actors participate in port industry in Tanjung Priok port, shipping
company, freight forwarder, third party logistic service , container terminal. Jakarta
International Container Terminal is the subsidiaries company of Indonesia Port
Corporation II in joint venture with Hutchinson Port Holdings (HPH). Jakarta
International Container Terminal (JITC) awarded first prize in the category of best
container terminal in Asia with productivity below 4 million TEUs (twenty-foot
equivalent units), the award arena Asian Freight and Supply Chain Awards (AFSCA)
in 2012, which was held and announced in Shanghai China.
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SWOT Analysis of determinant related and supporting industries.
 Strength: One of Indonesia Container Terminal which manage by professional.
 Weakness: Capacity of JICT is limited only 4 million Teus and no more space
area to expand. It doesn’t have strong competiveness for long period.
 Opportunities: The involvement of Hutchinson Port Holdings (HPH) in
management giving positively impact in transfer knowledge.
 Threat: The existence of new operator container terminal at New Priok Port which
facilitate by bigger capacity will giving pressure in competition to JICT

4.1.1.4 Determinant context form firm strategy, structure and rivalry
This determinant emphasizes two aspects, first, how companies form strategies and
deal with external stakeholders this can generally be described as the way in which
companies are managed and organized, second related to the intensity of competition
in Tanjung Priok port,

The strategic renewal of companies in which there is room for flexibility and
ambidextrous organizing is mainly driven by the second aspect of the determinant
‘context for strategy, structure and rivalry’: (internal) rivalry. This aspect comprises the
intensity of competition in the Port of Tanjung Priok. In the Diamond Framework,
competition is the most important part that contributes to renewal and the international
competitiveness. This is especially the case when this competitiveness is innovationdriven; competition then is related more to value creation for customers through new
product characteristics, services and the use of alternative technologies, and less
related to the cost price level.

Since shipping law no 17/2008 established, Indonesia Port Corporation II has change
their strategic, this is because the status of IPC II has change from regulator to
become pure operator, and vertical and horizontal operation model had developed to
improve their core business service, Indonesia Port Corporation II previously owns 3
subsidiaries and 2 affiliates companies, the subsidiaries are PT. EDI Indonesia for
Information and Technology business, PT Multi Terminal Indonesia which Container
Terminal Business, and PT Port Hospital served public service in hospital and health
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care. To boost revenue and to accommodate demand in port sector and relevant area,
in 2012, Indonesia Port Corporation II was establish new subsidiaries companies

1) Indonesia Logistics Community Service (ILCS)
Indonesia Logistic community service (ILCS) was synergize cooperation
between two Indonesia state owned company, Indonesia Port Corporation II
as majority shareholder with 51% and Telekomunikasi Indonesia with 49% of
share, Indonesia Logistic Community Service is establish to support Indonesia
logistic by providing IT Logistic solution.

2) Indonesia Port Energy
Indonesia Port Energy was establish to provide commercial electricity for
public consumption in port area, Indonesia Port Corporation was with state
owned company named PT Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PT. PLN), Indonesia
Port Corporation II has 65% of share and PT. PLN 35%.

3) Equipment Service Indonesia
PT. Jasa Peralatan Indonesia was establish with focusing in business
segmentation of repairing and maintenance of port equipment, this company
owned 51% share by Indonesia Port Corporation II and 49% share by Nippin
Container Terminals Co.Ltd from Japan

4) Port Development Indonesia (PDI)
PT Pengembangan Pelabuhan Indonesia was establish to focus on business
segmentation of port development infrastructure, this company majority own
by Indonesia Port Corporation with 99% share, and the rest is own by
subsidiaries company, PT Multi Terminal Indonesia.
Besides that, Indonesia Port Corporation II was also Establish business partner
cooperation (KSMU) together with business partners form private companies such
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Terminal Operator cooperation, cooperation in providing tug boats service and
management of other port facilities.
SWOT Analysis of Determinant context form firm strategy, structure and
rivalry
 Strength: Each subsidiaries focus and specialize in port business sector, none of
dominant domestic competitor yet existed.
 Weakness: some of the core business of subsidiaries companies is the same
service with IPC II served before, customer cannot distinguish and feel the service
different if there is no value creation added.
 Opportunities: Since no competitor yet in domestic; the market is wide open,
potential revenue from the prospect of increasing Indonesia sea logistic industry.
 Threat: New establish subsidiaries company will giving pressure to unbalance
financial condition to IPC II since investment cost will be spent more than revenue.
4.1.1.5 The role of the government
The crucial role of the government in the Diamond Framework is to shape the legal
and institutional context in which companies can be internationally competitive. In this
connection, Michael Porter describes the government’s role as catalyst and
challenger, stimulating companies to reach higher levels of competitiveness,
innovation and strategic renewal.

The government can influence each determinant both negatively and positively. When
the determinants are influenced in such a way that the pressure to innovate and renew
decreases, for instance due to inadequate regulations, its influence is negative. A
positive influence, on the other hand, implies that each of the determinants as well as
their interactions do contribute to the international competitiveness. The latter could
be realized by, for instance, investments in public physical and knowledge
infrastructure (factor conditions), purchases of products and services that are
innovative and based on future demand (demand conditions), rules and regulations
directed to fulfilling environmental requirements (related and supporting industries),
and efforts to increase competitive rivalry as well as a long-term focus on legislation,
such as tax legislation (context for firm strategy, structure and rivalry).
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In the past year, Indonesia Port Corporation legal status was under Shipping Law No
21 of 1992 shipping, this set of rules leads the company played monopoly in main
commercial ports business, almost in the major ports Indonesia Port Corporation I, II,
III, and IV are works both as an operator and port authority, this system known as
“Service Port”, where the port management was delegated to Indonesia Port
Corporation as port authority, meanwhile for ensuring safety and security was port
Administrator duty.

Figure 4.7 Port Management structure according to the shipping law no. 21/1992

Source: Shipping Law No 21/1992

Since 2008, government had been encouraging Indonesia Port Corporation by
establish Shipping Law No. 17/2008 which necessary for company to reorganize the
foundation to implement transformation process.

The Law require Indonesia Port Corporation to become pure port operator and focus
on monetizing port business sector, and related to regulation was taken over by Port
Authority under Ministry of Transport.

With this law, the power of monopoly in port business by Indonesia Port Corporation
has gone, and the competition is wide open to private company to participate in port
business, this condition pushed Indonesia Port Corporation to work extra aggressively
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as a port service provider with international best practices that eventually will be able
to contribute significantly to the national economy.
Figure 4.8 Comparison between Shipping Law No.21 of 1992 and Shipping Law
No.17 of 2008

Source: draft of shipping law 2008 and its implication for Indonesia Port Corporation I, II, III and IV by
legal Bureau of Indonesia Port Corporation II (2008)

The new Shipping Law No. 17 of 2008 which was initiated by governments has
positive efforts (Sahat, 2010) as follows:
1. Provide wider opportunities for private sector to participate in port administration.
2. Accommodate region autonomous proportionally.
3. Remove the legislated state-sector monopoly on ports.
4. Create a fair competition in port administration to increase national efficiency and
quality of services.
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5. Accommodate multi capital transport development.
6. Create transparency performance of duties by state apparatus.
7. Accommodate technology and international regulations development.
SWOT Analysis the role of government
 Strength: Indonesia Port Corporation has experience in running port business
than any domestic / local company, have existed production factor such as land,
human capital, infrastructure and port service facilitation.
 Weakness: since port regulation is not IPC domain anymore, any business
decision should conducted to port administration rules which giving more obstacle
especially when facing bureaucracy.
 Opportunities: The rules has eliminate boundaries to expand business out from
previous territorial, for example : IPC II can develop port in Sorong which its
originally area business of IPC IV
 Threat: IPC II competitor not just come from fellow IPC I, III and IV, the
competition will be much tougher due to the opportunity is wide open for private
local company, company owned by the local government, or state-owned
enterprises to participate in operating commercial ports. As consequences some
potential source of income from service will be lost, for example: government of
province take over tug service for their own port.

4.1.2

Second, The Strategic Value of Strategic Connectivity of Tanjung Priok
Port with other Indonesia Ports and Logistic Hubs

Arrow 2 (see Figure 4.1) represent the second part of the strategic value, focusing on
the strategic connectivity of Tanjung Priok ports with other ports and logistic hubs in
Indonesia.

In an effort to support the government programs listed in MP3EI, IPC initiated a
development plan of domestic container lines to connect parts of Indonesia from east
to west (East - West Pendulum) through the operation of ships with capacity of 3,200
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TEUs. With this line, it is expected to lower logistics costs and encourage the equal
distribution of national economic growth in all parts of Indonesia, especially the
eastern part of Indonesia.
Figure 4.9 : Indonesia East-West Pendulum

Source : Indonesia Port Corporation II

The East - West Pendulum (Pendulum Nusantara) is a path that connects strategic
ports in Indonesia being Belawan - Tanjung Priok - Surabaya - Makassar - Sorong.
At these ports, improvement and development of infrastructure and facilities will be
implemented to serve relatively larger sized ships (3000-5000 TEUs) so that it will be
more cost effective and efficient. This line serves as a highway that connects parts of
Indonesia from east to west, and that will foster its supporter lines or loops.

The East - West Pendulum development process is divided into two stages. In the
first phase (2013-2014), Pelabuhan Indonesia I - IV formed a subsidiary, PT Terminal
Petikemas Indonesia (PT TPI), a service provider for East – West Pendulum, which
will also gradually performs the standardization of facilities in accordance with the
East - West Pendulum concept in order to serve ships with capacity of 3,500 TEUs.
During this stage, regulatory and policy frameworks will be completed for East - West
Pendulum services and the construction of New Sorong Port.
In the second stage (2015-2017), it is expected that PT TPI will be able to operate
domestic container terminals at six major ports (full operation). At this stage it is also
expected that the New Sorong Port will be able to operate and becoming a domestic
hub port for eastern Indonesia.
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SWOT Analysis Strategic Connectivity of Tanjung Priok Port with other
Indonesia Ports and Logistic Hubs
 Strength: Support by existed port infrastructure and experienced operator in port
management, synergizing between 4 biggest port operators in Indonesia will bear
strong capital and resources.
 Weakness: Pendulum lane is serve for shipping lines, and shipping lines have
their own decision to decide whether they used this route or not. In the traditional
view on port selection primarily consider standalone physical attributes of a port
as mention literature reviews. The tariff and productivity each port are not the
same yet, it still require synchronization.
 Opportunities: Collaboration between 4 strong dominant players in port
Indonesia create integrating connectivity route, Expected will give best serving to
connect and cover from east to west area of Indonesia which eventually will
lowering national cost logistic
 Threat: ASEAN Economic Community 2015 (AEC) will be a challenges, it is an
integrated economic zone where the goods will free flowing among ASEAN
countries, new lanes from ASEAN secondary port will open and displace domestic
lanes if it cheaper and more reliable.

4.1.3

The Importance of Strategic connectivity of Tanjung Priok Port With
Foreign ports

The strategic connectivity between Tanjung Priok port with foreign ports plays a very
important role, this will continuously strengthen the international position of Tanjung
Priok port in Indonesia, and this condition is threatened by the increasing globalization
and increases in scale.

In 2012, Total trade United States of America is $3.821 Trillion trough custom district,
Los Angeles customs is a custom district which got 1st ranking as the nation’s top
Customs districts in the United States of America, Los Angeles become the gateway
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of trading of 12 top trade partner including Indonesia, the total trade of Indonesia
through Los Angeles in 2012 reach $ 26, 82 billion, it made Indonesia ranked 11th
among the other Los Angeles Top 100 trade partners countries.
Figure 4.10

Chart by Author

Total trade of Los Angeles $ 403 billion in 2012, 30% comes from trading activity with
Indonesia, The total value of Los Angeles’ Indonesian imports was $5.83 billion
increased 5.59 percent from the previous year, printers were the fastest growing
import product from Indonesia, the other product which become best 50 trade product
of Los Angeles comes from Indonesia such sweater, leather shoes, women / girls
suits, printer, rubber tires, live crustaceans, rubber plastic shoes, etc.

1) Indonesian Export Competitiveness among ASEAN Countries for Los
Angeles trade
Almost 92.3 % trade value of Los Angeles comes from Asia Countries; China, India,
Japan, and ASEAN Countries, the competition between Los Angeles import product
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is very tight, the same import product from Indonesia is available in regional country,
for example printer which is the most valuable export from Indonesia to Los Angeles
is also exported by Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam, beside comparative advantage
of the country, the production cost and logistic cost will also influence the
competitiveness of Indonesian product, Among Asean Countries Indonesia export
value to Los Angeles still left behind from Thailand, Vietnam and Malaysia.
Figure 4.11 ASEAN Countries Export share and value to Los Angeles

Figure by Author

To increase Indonesia competitiveness in trading with Los Angeles, Currently
Indonesia Port Corporation still probing cooperation with Los Angeles port to
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synergize mutual benefit and strengthen international position. The corporation have
been built between Tanjung Priok Port with Los Angeles Port, covers various aspect
mention on memorandum of understanding as below:
a.

Analysis for possibilities of joint activities in consolidating, promoting and
developing mutually beneficial related to maritime business and international
trade to maritime business and international trade, in all related aspects

b.

Explore mutually beneficial initiatives with the intent of sharing information and
policies on a wide range of topics relevant to their activities including the training
of personnel, infrastructure improvement, environmental betterments and
commercial waterfront developments, with the goal of enhancing trade and
maritime service between Port of Tanjung Priok and Port of Los Angels

c.

In order to enhance economic development in their respective regions, Port of
Tanjung Priok and Port of Los Angeles will advise each other of trade delegations
form their respective regions in sectors of mutual interest, including assisting in
collaborative matchmaking opportunities, Port of Tanjung Priok and Port of Los
Angeles will assist each other to identify private sector service providers who may
be able to provide specialized service of value to Port of Tanjung Priok and Port
of Los Angeles, Both will cooperate with the private sector to develop direct
services between Port of Tanjung Priok and Port of Los Angeles in order to
increase cargo throughput and economic development.

d.

Developing mutually agreeable initiatives on technology and operational
improvements, emphasis also be placed on the sharing of environmental
programs and policies directed towards improved air quality, water quality and
wildlife habitats in the two harbor areas.

e.

Provides a framework for the discussion of possible mutual initiatives in the
environmental and security sector in collaboration with appropriate authorities.

SWOT Analysis of strategic connectivity Tanjung Priok Port with Foreign Port
 Strength:

More than 30% Trading between Indonesia and U.S trough Los

Angeles, Los Angeles was no. 1 in top U.S Custom districts with total trade $ 404
billion in 2012, 70% of International cargo flow through Tanjung Priok Port
 Weakness: Dwelling time in Tanjung Priok still a logistic problem issues
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 Opportunities : Cargo values from Asia reach 92.3% of total trade in 2010, value,
meanwhile the value of imports from Indonesia was only 3% as well as value from
exports, the opportunities to increasing import and export still wide open for
Indonesia
 Threat: Asean Countries are the closest competitor of Indonesia, compete with
the same export product.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion The Strategic Value of Tanjung Priok Port for
Indonesia: The overall fact sheet Framework and recommendation

5.1 Conclusion
Anticipating of progressive market demand, prospective economic outlook in the
future, as well as preparation to welcome ASEAN Economic Community in 2015,
Indonesia require to have an efficient logistics system that can reduce the national
cost logistics and need to have sustainability to compete with countries both
internationally and regionally.
At this time, based on Logistic performance index 2014, Indonesia occupy rank
position at 53rd from 166 countries. Congestion, dwelling time, city traffic, damaged
roads, and flood became a real problem faced by logistic operator especially Jakarta
trucking operator, these problem have directly impact to the cause of national high
cost logistic, which makes the transport of logistics costs in Indonesia less competitive
internationally and regionally. Although the logistics performance index Indonesia
increased from the previous year, but this improvement is still far behind compared to
neighboring countries such as Singapore, Malaysia, and Thailand.
The Indonesian government has been carrying out its function as a regulator to
promote the progress of the national logistics industry, by imposing MP3EI program,
the program is expected to create an integrated logistics system that combines
technology and infrastructure, and to encourage the logistic players to be able to
improve logistics performance and productivity.
As one of the future goals of MP3EI, expected that Indonesia logistic could globally
connected to the regional (ASEAN) and global logistic system in 2025 by integrated
National Logistic System via International Hub Port. IPC II as an operator of Tanjung
Priok port which currently the dominant player in the Indonesian port operations
industry with great control, have diversified business portfolio, steady growth and
strong financials foundation, considered one of the ports that are ready to become
international hub port.
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Problems that are still faced by the Tanjung Priok is the dwelling time with
approximately 6 days to accomplished containers clearance at port, IPC II as Tanjung
Priok port operator has implemented a strategy to address the problems that
occurred, in addition to improving the performance of the port as well as to improve
competitiveness.
Analysis of business strategy IPC II using diamond analysis framework and strategy
connectivity summarized in the overall fact sheet Framework.
Table 5.1 Overall fact sheet framework
Quantitative part of Strategic Value
Economic Importance of Tanjung Priok Port
-

Direct Employment :

2482 employee (2012)

-

Indirect Employement

3522 employee.

-

Investment

2.12Trillion Rupiah (2012)
1.59 Trillion Rupiah (2011)

Qualitative part of strategic value
First contribution to the Indonesia Diamond : the influenced of the determinants of
competitiveness of the Tanjung Priok port on the international driven competitive
advantage of Indonesia
-

-

Factor conditions

Demand conditions

-

Investment in Equipment

-

Reconfiguration of Tanjung Priok Port

-

Development of New Priok Port

-

Increasing demand on handling car
operation

-

Related

and

supporting -

industries :

JICT as one of subsidiaries company of
IPC II has successfully obtained an award
as Best container terminal

-

Context

for

firm

strategy, -

Establishing new subsidiaries company

structure and rivalry
Second contribution to the Indonesia

- Together with IPC I, III, and IV , IPC II has

Diamond : the influence of strategic

successfully initiated a development plan

connectivity of Tanjung Priok port with

of domestic container lines to connect
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other Indonesia ports and logistics hubs

parts of Indonesia from east to west (East

on the International innovation-driven

- West Pendulum) through the operation

competitive advantage of Indonesia

of ships with capacity of 3,200 TEUs

Third contribution to the Indonesia

- Indonesia

Port

Corporation

probing

diamond : the influence of strategic

cooperation with Los Angeles port to

connectivity of Tanjung Priok Port with

synergize mutual benefit and strengthen

foreign ports and other logistics hubs

international position

abroad on the international innovationdriven

competitive

advantage

of

Indonesia

5.2 Recommendation for IPC II
By using the methodology Michael Porter diamond analysis and strategic value
analysis, it can be concluded that the IPC II has been applying and implementing
strategy in an effort to improve competitiveness in the field of logistics industry, both
nationally and internationally.
1. As cooperation with international port has been made between Tanjung priok port
and Los Angeles port, to support trading of Indonesia, Indonesia Port Corporation
II also require to accommodate and facilitate the needs of exporter and importer
in order to accelerate the smoothness of their trading activity, the given port
service should be impact to the improvement of their productivity, by maintaining
relationship and marketing regularly could provide important information to
improve port services and fix the problems faced by traders.
2. To become company with global and International class, through IPC II
Subsidiaries Company, PT. Indonesia Port Development could participate in port
development cooperation overseas.
3. To support pendulum lanes, it is necessary for IPC II to cooperate and coordinate
with national shipping lines to strengthen domestic position in shipping industry,
consider to the treat will be coming in 2015 soon as ASEAN AEC begin which the
regional shipping lanes entering Indonesia shipping industry.
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Appendix 1. US 20 Custom Districts Value Trade with Indonesia

Appendix 2. Asean Share Value Export Product to Los Angeles

Appendix 3. Liner Shipping Connectivity Index
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Appendix 4 Forecasting
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